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Summary and Recommendations 

This reach assessment analyzes potential risks to SR 530 and SR 20 from channel 

migration and flooding near the SR 530 Skagit River Bridge at Rockport. Under existing 

conditions the most significant potential risks to SR 530 and SR 20 arise from channel 

changes and potential avulsions in the Martin Road bend just upstream of SR 530. 

Continued southward extension of this bend could lead to a cut-off avulsion across the 

north floodplain that would increase shear stresses and erosion along highway 

embankments at SR 20 MP 98 and the SR 530 Skagit bridge approaches. It could also 

increase velocities and scour at the bridge piers. A less likely but more catastrophic 

scenario would arise from a river avulsion into Bohs Slough. This would overwhelm and 

jeopardize the SR 530 Bohs Slough Bridge, and would send flow northward along 

unarmored embankments that approach the SR 530 Skagit River Bridge.  

These potential risks have not yet reached a point where structural modifications or river 

engineering projects are warranted. WSDOT should continue to monitor the development 

of these channel changes through annual aerial photography and site inspections by 

Environmental Service Office (ESO) Hydrologists. Routine bridge inspections should 

continue to assess pier scour and erosion of bridge approaches, and should be performed 

more frequently if substantial channel changes occur upstream. Geotechnical 

investigation may eventually be needed to characterize the erosion resistance of highway 

embankments at SR 20 MP 98 and 99 that could be threatened by channel changes. 

The Skagit River System Cooperative and its partners are developing a major restoration 

plan for Barnaby Slough upstream of the SR 530 bridges. If constructed this project 

would probably not increase the risks described above, but has the potential to increase 

flooding and erosion risks along upstream segments of SR 20 near MP 99 and 100.2. 

WSDOT should actively participate in upcoming stakeholder committee work to refine 

the preferred alternative to minimize increases in flooding of SR 20. This committee 

work is expected to occur between June 2015 and March 2016, followed by a design 

phase for a target construction date in 2019. ESO Hydrologists and the Headquarters 

Hydraulics Office should continue to review designs and analyses as they are developed, 

and share data with the project team to improve the project design. 

 



 

Introduction 

This report presents a reach assessment for the Skagit River near the SR 530 Rockport 

bridge at Milepost (MP) 67.34 (Figure 1). The bridge is currently stable, but channel 

migration in an upstream river bend could increase erosion and scour risks for this bridge 

and the Bohs Slough Bridge to the south. These changes could also threaten the 

embankments of segments of SR 530 and SR 20.  

The Skagit River System Cooperative (SRSC) is working with other partners to develop a 

restoration plan for Barnaby Slough about three miles upstream of the bridge. This 

project could substantially change river hydraulics and geomorphologic conditions in this 

reach. This reach assessment therefore analyzes potential flooding, erosion, and scour 

risks under both existing and proposed restoration conditions, and provides 

recommendations for monitoring and preparing for these potential risks.  

This report was prepared under the Washington State Department of Transportation 

(WSDOT) Chronic Environmental Deficiency (CED) program. The CED program 

provides for highway improvements at locations where repeated maintenance activities 

create unacceptable environmental impacts. WSDOT prioritizes CED sites using an 

environmental retrofit index that gives special weight to protection of fish habitat. A 

geomorphic site and reach assessment is the first step in identifying the mechanisms and 

causes of the problem as well as potential solutions. 

 

 

Figure 1. Location of the project reach. 
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Key Vulnerable Locations in the Project Corridor 

This section describes site conditions at the bridges and other key vulnerable locations at 

SR 20 MP 98, 99, and 100 (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2. Bridges and other key locations in the project area. 

 

SR 530 Skagit River Bridge 

Bridge No. 530/290 crosses the Skagit River at MP 67.34 just south of the SR 530/SR 20 

intersection. The bridge is located on the downstream leg of a bend in the river. Banks on 

the outside of this bend do not appear to be armored, but are well-vegetated and 

composed of coarse alluvial fan and hillslope deposits that are somewhat erosion resistant 

(Figure 3).  

The bridge was built in 1961, and is not rated as structurally deficient or functionally 

obsolete (WSDOT, 2015a). It consists of five spans supported by six piers (Figure 4). 

The north abutments (Pier 6) are on coarse alluvial fan deposits that line the north side of 

the river valley at Rockport. The south abutments (Pier 1) are on finer-grained alluvial 

deposits on the Skagit River floodplain.  
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Figure 3. Bank conditions upstream of the SR 530 Skagit River bridge. 

 

Figure 4. Layout and historical soundings at the Skagit River bridge. 
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Piers 3 and 4 are in the water throughout the year. Historical maintenance has focused on 

removal of timber drift from these piers (WSDOT, 2015a). The bridge is not rated scour-

critical, and no significant pier footing exposure was noted during the latest underwater 

inspection (WSDOT, 2011). In 2011 the channel bed consisted of consisted of sand, 

gravel, cobble, and some scattered boulders, and the river was flowing at about six feet 

per second. Pier 4 had some local scour at the upstream nose, and Pier 3 had scattered 

timber and a rootwad lodged against the upstream nose. 

The 2001 underwater inspection also noted significant accumulation of timber drift 

(Collins Engineers, Inc., 2001).  The channel bottom at this time consisted of a medium 

to firm mixture of sand and gravel with occasional cobbles and scattered boulders.  

Aggradation of about 10 feet of bed material covered the portions of the Pier 4 footing 

that had been noted as exposed in a 1996 inspection.  

Figure 4 shows historical soundings at the bridge (WSDOT, 2015a). The thalweg usually 

sits between Piers 3 and 4, but there is at times a deeper scour hole at Pier 4. These 

soundings show significant aggradation since the bridge was constructed in 1961. 

Aerial photographs and historical mapping show the bridge site as the most stable 

channel segment in the reach. Upstream channel changes could increase risks to the 

bridge by (1) increasing velocities and scour at the piers, (2) changing the angle of attack 

of the river on abutments and bridge approaches, or (3) increasing the accumulation of 

woody drift on the piers. Avulsions across the inside of the upstream Martin Road bend 

or into Bohs Slough could significantly increase these risks (see reach geomorphology 

section below). 

SR 530 Bohs Slough Bridge 

Bohs Slough is a 100-foot wide floodplain channel that crosses the inside of a bend in the 

Skagit River (Figures 2 and 5). Bridge 530/289 crosses Bohs Slough at MP 67.2 about 

800 feet south of the Skagit River Bridge. The bridge was built in 1961, and consists of a 

single 76-foot span with concrete abutments supported on driven piles (Figure 6, 

WSDOT, 2015a). The bridge is not rated as structurally deficient or functionally 

obsolete.  

The abutments are founded on alluvial floodplain deposits, and SR 530 approaches the 

bridge from the north and south on fill across the Skagit River floodplain. The piers are 

fronted by steep abutment slopes armored with riprap. The bridge has no piers in the 

water, and therefore has no history of underwater inspections.  

Routine inspections in 2009 -2013 noted water bearing on the west bank. Flow 

confinement has created a deep entrenched channel under the bridge that flows at several 

feet per second. Riprap on the abutment slopes is scattered, but the slopes generally show 

no sign of major undermining. Inspections also note embankment erosion on the 

downstream side of the bridge and a vertical cut slough bank about 100 feet downstream. 

There is no record of repairs or maintenance related to water issues.  

Under the current channel configuration this bridge is at low risk for scour or erosion. If 

the Skagit River avulsed into the slough the bridge opening would not be able to handle 

the increased flow, resulting in significant scour and erosion that could pose serious risks 

to the bridge. The main stem of the Skagit River has not occupied this channel during the 
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historical record, but changes in the upstream Martin Road bend could increase the risk 

of an avulsion into Bohs Slough (see reach geomorphology discussion below). 

 

Figure 5. Bohs Slough upstream of the SR 530 Bridge. 

 

 

Figure 6. 2001 Inspection photo of the Bohs Slough Bridge. 
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Side Channel Bend at SR 20 MP 98 

A side channel splits around an island on the outside of the bend near SR 20 MP 98 on 

the right bank just upstream of the Skagit River Bridge (Figure 2). This side channel was 

the main channel in the 1956 aerial photo, and is entrained on the outside of a bend along 

the toe of a 40 foot bank that drops steeply at about 1.4:1 from the SR 20 shoulder to the 

channel bed (Figure 7). The highway is cut into a steep hillslope underlain by 

metamorphic rock, and the river embankment is made up of coarse rocky hillslope 

deposits covered by vines, groundcover vegetation, and alders. The Skagit River System 

Cooperative and Natural Systems Design (2014) mapped bank armor in this location, but 

we did not observe substantial armor along the toe aside from native coarse hillslope 

deposits.  

Risks to the highway could increase if the main river shifts back into the side channel and 

brings higher velocities and shear stresses against the toe of the embankment. There is 

also risk of an avulsion into a network of sloughs that enter the upstream leg of the bend 

along the toe of the highway embankment (Figures 2 and 8). These sloughs are currently 

low-energy wetland drainages that cut across the inside of the next upstream meander 

bend (the Martin Road bend). These risks are mitigated by the erosion-resistant hillslope 

deposits that make up the bank and were apparently able to resist more concentrated 

channel flow that occurred here in 1956. 
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Figure 7. Photo and 2005 LiDAR cross section of the river near SR 20 MP 98. 
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Figure 8. Side channel inlet and drainage sloughs near SR 20 MP 98. 

 

Side Channels in Bend at SR 20 MP 99 

A network of old channels and sloughs often referred to as “Washington Eddy” runs 

along the toe of the SR 20 embankment near MP 99 (Figure 2). The main river channel 

was in this location in 1944, but has since moved into a straight path that runs south of 

the old channel network near the outlet of Barnaby Slough. The remnant channels along 

SR 20 are now low-energy backwater sloughs impounded by a series of large beaver 

dams (Figure 9).  

SR 20 cuts into a steep rock bluff along this bend, and is often buffered from the top of 

the steep river bank by an access road (Figure 10). The river embankment slopes at about 

1.1:1, and is well-vegetated with mature trees and dense understory vegetation. A re-

vegetated former access road forms a low bench at the toe of the slope in the downstream 

portion of the bend (top section on Figure 10). No armor is apparent along the toe aside 

from naturally-resistant coarse hillslope deposits. 

Risks at this location could occur if the river reoccupies this channel network, bringing 

the main energy of flow against the toe of the embankment along SR 20. The Barnaby 

Slough restoration project could increase the likelihood of this channel change. Risks to 

the highway are currently mitigated by the existing buffer between the highway and the 

top of the bank, and the erosion-resistant hillslope deposits that make up the bank. 
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Figure 9. Backwater sloughs along SR 20 near MP 99. 
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Figure 10. 2005 LiDAR cross sections of side channels near SR 20 MP 99. 
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Low Segment of SR 20 East of MP 100 

SR 20 drops onto a lobe of the Skagit River floodplain east of MP 100.2 (Figures 2 and 

11). The preliminary updated Flood Insurance Rate Map for this area shows about 3500 

feet of highway inundated by the 100-year flood just downstream of the Illabot Creek 

confluence (Natural Systems Design, 2015). Large river structures proposed for the 

Barnaby Slough restoration project could cause backwater that would increase the extent 

and depth of flooding.  

 

 

Figure 11. 2005 LiDAR cross section of the floodplain east of the Sutter Creek Rest 

Area. 
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Geomorphic Conditions in the Project Reach 

This section looks at reach-scale river processes that could affect the sites discussed in 

the previous section. The alternatives analysis for the proposed Barnaby Slough 

restoration project provides a detailed analysis of river hydrology and geomorphology 

(Skagit River System Cooperative and Natural Systems Design, 2014). The following 

sections summarize this information along with relevant findings from GIS mapping and 

other sources. 

The project reach extends from River Mile (RM) 67.5 near the Bohs Slough outlet to RM 

71.5 upstream of Barnaby Slough (Figure 2). SR 530 crosses the Skagit River at about 

RM 67.7. The inlet to Bohs Slough is at RM 68.5. Barnaby Slough connects to the Skagit 

River at RM 70 and RM 71. 

Watershed Conditions and Hydrology 

The Skagit River drains a total of 1655 square miles at the USGS Rockport flow gage 

(USGS, 2015). Most of the watershed consists of steep mountainous terrain draining the 

west slopes of the North Cascades. Snowmelt and glacial runoff are important 

components of the annual hydrograph. Most of the watershed consists of National Forest 

and National Park lands with a mix of temperate forest, subalpine forest, subalpine 

meadows, and open glaciated terrain.  

Flow in the Skagit River is regulated by three dams operated by Seattle City Light 

upstream of Newhalem (RM 96, about 25 miles upstream of the project reach). These 

dams collect water from seventy percent of the project drainage area. The Cascade River 

watershed is the largest unregulated tributary downstream of the dams and is an 

important source of coarse-grained sediments to the project reach. Mass wasting is the 

dominant erosion process in other watersheds downstream of the dams. 

The October 2003 flood (166,000 cfs at Rockport) generated the largest peak flow since 

dam regulation began in 1925 (USGS, 2015). Other major floods include November 2006 

(145,000 cfs), November 1995 (160,000 cfs), November 1990 (149,000 cfs), and 

December 1980 (148,700 cfs). 

Climate change is projected to alter the timing and magnitude of streamflows in the 

coming decades (Skagit River System Cooperative and Natural Systems Design, 2014). 

Warmer temperatures and changing storm patterns will likely result in more rain-

dominated storms and less snow storage. This will increase winter peak flood flows and 

decrease summer flows.   

Geologic Setting 

Figure 12 shows the surficial geology in the project reach. The Skagit River migrates 

across a broad alluvial valley that is 9,000- to 10,000-feet wide upstream of the SR 530 

bridge. The valley is bounded to the north and south by steep hillslopes underlain by 

metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks. The river has incised several hundred feet 

since the last glaciation 12,000 years ago, leaving behind terraces of older alluvium and 

glacial outwash on the southern edge of the valley floor. The river is currently 

meandering along the northern margin of the valley, but meander scars and remnant 

oxbow lakes show extensive historical migration across the entire valley floor. The Sauk 
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River enters the valley from the south, and deposits a broad delta that pushes the Skagit 

River to the north valley wall near the SR 530 bridge. 

SR 20 generally runs along the toe of hillslopes on the north margin of the floodplain, 

and is often underlain by alluvial fan, hillslope deposits, and bedrock that are somewhat 

resistant to river erosion. Upstream of Barnaby Slough (east of MP 99.5) the road is 

underlain by more erodible alluvial floodplain deposits. SR 530 approaches the Skagit 

bridge from the south on alluvium that covers the Sauk River delta and Skagit River 

floodplain. 

 

Figure 12. DNR 100K Surficial Geology in the project area (WSDOT, 2015b). 

  

River Morphology and Sediment Characteristics 

The river bed flows over a series of riffles and pools at an average gradient of about 0.17 

percent (Skagit River System Cooperative and Natural Systems Design, 2014). The bed is 

made up of gravels and cobbles with numerous active bars.  

The river carries a suspended load of sands and silt and a bedload of gravels and cobbles. 

Most of the sediment in the reach is derived from tributaries and river banks downstream 

of the Skagit River Hydroelectric Project dams. The dams have reduced sediment loads 

and flood peaks, leading to a less dynamic channel system. 
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The active channel (including the wetted low flow channel and un-vegetated bar surfaces) 

is approximately 500-feet wide with a depth of 12 to 15 feet at bankfull stage. The 

channel generally follows a meandering single-thread with infrequent flow splits around 

bars and islands. The river has a sinuosity of about 1.6 (ratio of channel length/valley 

length) as it moves through broad meander bends near and just upstream of SR 530. The 

river is significantly straighter near Barnaby Slough with a sinuosity of about 1.02. 

Bohs Slough cuts across a Skagit River meander bend between RM 67.5 and 68.5. The 

slough is about 100-feet wide and has perennial flow. A natural logjam regulates flow at 

the slough’s inlet upstream of SR 530 (Figure 13). The slough discharges to the Skagit 

River about 900 feet downstream of SR 530. 

 

Figure 13. Aerial view of the logjam at the inlet to Bohs Slough, October 2014. 

   

Channel Migration 

Channel migration along the north margin of the valley is often limited by alluvial fan 

and hillslope deposits that are more resistant to erosion. Toe material in these deposits is 

composed of coarse debris and boulders (Skagit River System Cooperative and Natural 

Systems Design, 2014). River banks within the alluvial floodplain are composed of more 

erodible sands and silts, and there are numerous relic channel features and meander scars 

that indicate frequent migration across the floodplain.   

The Skagit River System Cooperative and Natural Systems Design (2014) used historical 

mapping to estimate an average cross-valley channel migration rate of 25 feet/year for the 
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reach. Southward migration of the Martin Road meander near the Bohs Slough inlet 

averaged about 60 feet/year from 2003 to 2012. 

Figure 14 compares channel patterns depicted in the 1884 General Land Office map 

(Puget Sound River History Project, 2014) and the USGS (1901) topographic map. Both 

of these older maps show the river main stem following a much more sinuous path that 

occupied Barnaby Slough. The meander bends near SR 530 were less extreme in these 

maps. The Sauk confluence was once located closer to the SR 530 Bridge, just 

downstream of the Bohs Slough outlet.  

Figure 15 compares channel patterns mapped by the Skagit River System Cooperative 

(2008) and WSDOT from historical aerial photos. Between 1901 and 1944 the river 

abandoned Barnaby Slough, and now follows a straight and entrenched flow path from 

the upstream end of the project reach to the outlet of Barnaby Slough.  

The Barnaby Slough steelhead trout hatchery facility was developed by WDFW in 1959, 

and eventually included cross dikes and channel modifications that reduced connectivity 

to the main stem. This further encouraged channel simplification and limited migration 

into floodplain features like Barnaby Slough. 

The straight segment near Barnaby Slough remains entrenched throughout the modern 

photo record, and most active meander migration occurs between the Barnaby Slough 

outlet and the SR 530 Bridge. In 1944 meander bends at SR 20 MP 98 and 99 were each 

entrained at their apex against the toe of the highway embankment. Between 1944 and 

1979 the river began moving southward away from SR 20 at these bends. By 1991 only a 

small backwater channel ran along SR 20 at the MP 99 bend. Most of the flow in the MP 

98 bend split to the south, leaving only a side channel along the SR 20 embankment. This 

side channel carries active flow but diminished between 2006 and 2013 as bar deposits 

vegetated. 

 

Figure 14. Channel patterns depicted on GLO 1884 and USGS 1901 maps. 
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Figure 15. Channel migration from historical aerial photos, 1944-2013. 
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The river has been remarkably stable at the SR 530 bridge site, and appears to be 

entrenched against the alluvial fan deposits that underlie Rockport on the north side of the 

valley. Sauk River delta deposits may also tend to keep the river on the north side of the 

valley here. 

Since 1998 the meander bend just upstream of the Bohs Slough inlet has extended rapidly 

southward towards Martin Road at RM 68.5. The outside of this bend moved as much as 

400 feet between 1998 and the summer of 2006. Much of this movement probably 

occurred during the October 2003 record flood. The bend moved another 240 feet 

between 2006 and 2007 due to a major flood in November 2006. Movement has slowed 

since 2007, aside from loss of about 130 feet of bank near the Bohs Slough inlet. The 

rapid changes in this area have raised concerns about potential avulsion of the main 

channel into Bohs Slough, as well as a potential cutoff avulsion across the inside of this 

bend (Skagit River System Cooperative and Natural Systems Design, 2014). Risks to SR 

20 and SR 530 posed by these channel changes are discussed in more detail in the “Risks 

to the Bridges and Nearby Highways” section below. 

Flooding 

Figure 16 shows the 100-year floodplain mapped in the latest effective FEMA Flood 

Insurance Study for Skagit County (WSDOT, 2015c). The 100-year flood inundates most 

of SR 530 as it crosses the valley floor towards the Skagit River bridge. This portion of 

the highway was inundated during the record 2003 flood. SR 20 also crosses a lobe of the 

100-year floodplain just upstream of Barnaby Slough (east of MP 100.2).  

 

Figure 16. FEMA Q3 100-year floodplain, Skagit County 
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Skagit County is in the process of updating their Flood Insurance Study, and has 

developed preliminary updated Flood Insurance Rate Maps that show about 3500 feet of 

SR 20 inundated by the 100-year flood just downstream of the Illabot Creek confluence 

(Natural Systems Design, 2015). 

The Barnaby Slough alternatives analysis describes steady-state hydraulic modeling of 

Skagit River flood flows for existing and proposed conditions (Skagit River System 

Cooperative and Natural Systems Design, 2014). This was later updated and refined with 

more accurate unsteady flow modeling (Natural Systems Design, 2015). Under existing 

conditions the 2-year flood inundates low areas and relic channel features on the 

floodplain downstream of the Barnaby Slough outlet, but generally stays within the main 

channel upstream of this point. The 100-year flood inundates most of the valley floor. 

This modeling found less extensive flooding of SR 20 near Illabot Creek than shown in 

the preliminary updated Flood Insurance Rate Map. 

Riparian Conditions and Large Woody Debris 

The Skagit main stem channel lacks functional wood due to historic channel clearing and 

a dramatic reduction in recruitment of key pieces from riparian forests. Most floodplain 

areas are covered by an immature riparian forest dominated by deciduous and mixed 

forests (Skagit River System Cooperative and Natural Systems Design, 2014). Trees are 

generally not large enough to act as stable key pieces in the river. Bank protection and 

flow regulation have also contributed to a much more stable channel that recruits less 

wood and sediment. 

There are three notable logjams in the project reach (Skagit River System Cooperative 

and Natural Systems Design, 2014).  The logjam at the inlet to Bohs Slough formed 

between 2003 and 2005 after the river migrated west through a narrow strip of riparian 

forest at the slough’s inlet. The logjam accumulated about 250 feet of wood on its 

upstream face between 2005 in 2013. A second logjam consists of an ancient 

accumulation exposed by channel migration in the Martin Road bend about 900 feet 

upstream of the Bohs Slough inlet. The third logjam is located near the Sutter Creek rest 

area off SR 20 near RM 71.3. Side channels accumulate more wood because of lower 

velocities and smaller channels.  

Fish Utilization and Habitat Availability 

This reach of the Skagit River provides a diverse array of aquatic habitats in the 

mainstream river and in numerous tributaries, side channels, wetlands, sloughs, and 

ponds. These provide spawning, migration, and rearing habitat for Chinook salmon, 

chum salmon, coho salmon, pink salmon, sockeye salmon, cutthroat trout, bull trout, and 

steelhead (WSDOT, 2015d). Other fish species in the reach include sculpins and 

mountain whitefish.  

Habitat conditions are generally degraded relative to historic conditions.  Channel 

simplification and development of the Barnaby Slough fish hatchery have reduced 

floodplain connectivity, large woody debris recruitment, channel complexity, and off-

channel habitat. 
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Risks to the Bridges and Nearby Highways 

Existing Conditions (without restoration at Barnaby Slough) 

The Skagit River and Bohs Slough bridges have not yet experienced significant river 

erosion or scour problems, aside from woody debris accumulation on the Skagit bridge 

piers and scattering of riprap on the Bohs Slough abutment slopes. This could change 

depending on how upstream meander bends in the Skagit River evolve. The bend at 

Martin Road is expected to continue extending southward, and in recent years has eroded 

into the mouth of Bohs Slough. The meander extension by itself does not directly 

threaten SR 530 or SR 20, but could cause one or more of the following reactions in the 

river (Figure 17): 

1. The main channel could avulse into Bohs Slough. The Bohs Slough Bridge would 

not be able to handle this increased flow, so the river would either destroy the 

bridge or turn northward along the SR 530 road fill and turn sharply against the 

SR 530 bridge abutments. A logjam at the Bohs Slough inlet regulates flow and 

reduces this risk. 

2. The main channel could avulse across the inside of the Martin Road bend, roughly 

following the historical river alignment shown on the 1901 USGS map (Figures 

14 and 17). This type of chute-cutoff avulsion is a more common reaction to 

rapidly extending meander bends, and is therefore a more likely scenario. This 

avulsion would shorten the river path approaching the SR 530 Skagit Bridge, 

increasing velocities and scour rates at the bridge piers. It would also sharpen the 

angle of attack on the right bank near the bridge and increase shear stresses on 

embankments near SR 20 MP 98. 

3. The main channel could reoccupy a secondary channel on the outside of the MP 

98 bend just upstream of the SR 530 Bridge. This would bring more erosive 

energy against the river bank along SR 20. The main channel was in this location 

in the 1944 and 1956 aerial photos. 

Scenario 1 (Bohs Slough avulsion) could cause serious damage to SR 530 and both 

bridges, but is also the least likely scenario and is not imminent. WSDOT should monitor 

the evolution of the bend near the Bohs Slough inlet with annual aerial photographs. 

Signs of increased threat would include loss of the logjam at the inlet and enlargement of 

the slough channel. If this avulsion becomes imminent, mitigation of the risk would 

likely involve extensive placement of woody debris and avulsion-prevention structures 

along this flow path, as well as identification of alternative routes in the event of road 

closure. 

Potential risks for the more likely Scenario 2 (chute cutoff avulsion) would be dealt with 

by monitoring the conditions of the SR 530 bridge piers after the avulsion occurs, and 

implementing scour counter measures if scour threatens pier footings. WSDOT’s Bridge 

Preservation Office and Hydraulics Office would evaluate potential scour depths and 

design counter measures. WSDOT would also need to monitor erosion of the relatively 

resistant hillslope deposits on the right bank near the bridge and along SR 20 MP 98. 

Scenario 3 would appear to be a likely flow path for the transition out of the extending 

Martin Road meander bend, but aerial photos actually show a consistent trend towards 

siltation, re-vegetation, and less energy in the northern secondary channel between 2006 
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and 2013. In addition to monitoring, WSDOT should perform geotechnical investigation 

to better characterize the erosion resistance of the hillslope deposits that make up this 

bank.  

Flooding will continue to occur on low-lying portions of SR 530 approaching the bridges 

from the south, and on SR 20 east of MP 100.2 (Figure 16). Climate change is likely to 

increase the frequency and extent of flooding. 

 

Figure 17. Channel migration risks near the SR 530 bridges. 

 

Impacts of the Proposed Barnaby Slough Restoration Project 

The Skagit River Cooperative System is working in partnership with Seattle City Light, 

the Nature Conservancy, and the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife to develop 

a restoration plan for off-channel habitats in the vicinity of Barnaby Slough. This project 

is in the planning and alternatives analysis stage, and is described in more detail in an 

alternatives analysis report developed by Skagit River System Cooperative and Natural 

Systems Design (2014) and a hydraulic modeling report by Natural Systems Design 

(2015). The project team currently plans to select a preferred alternative in May 2015. 

This preferred alternative will then be developed further through additional analysis 

guided by a committee made up of a broad range of stakeholders. WSDOT should 

actively participate in this committee to minimize project impacts to highway risks. 
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Alternatives 1, 2 and 3 focus on fish passage improvements and dike removal in the 

immediate vicinity of Barnaby Slough, and generally cause few significant hydraulic or 

geomorphic changes in the main stem Skagit River or downstream floodplain areas. 

These alternatives are therefore unlikely to increase risks to WSDOT bridges or highway 

embankments.  

Alternative 4 involves major in-river structures and channel modifications to actively 

direct more flow into Barnaby Slough and the southern floodplain. This alternative 

therefore has potential to change risks to portions of the WSDOT highway system. Areas 

of particular concern include: 

Increased flood levels upstream of the Barnaby Slough inlet. Preliminary modeling 

indicates 100-year flood levels could increase by about 0.2 feet on low-lying portions of 

SR 20 that are inundated east of MP 100.2 near the Illabot Creek confluence. This is 

mostly due to backwater generated by engineered logjams that would be installed along 

the right bank just downstream of the Barnaby Slough inlet. This backwater effect tapers 

down to less than 0.1 feet at the Illabot Creek confluence and ends completely at the 

upstream end of the WSDOT erosion control project at SR 20 MP 100.7.   

WSDOT should work with the project team to identify design changes to minimize this 

backwater effect while still meeting project objectives. This could include modifications 

to the engineered logjams, as well as floodplain channel modifications that could 

compensate for the backwater effect. If design changes cannot be identified to reduce 

backwater, the project should be modified to include management strategies or 

modifications to the highway profile to reduce the impact of higher flood levels on the 

frequency and duration of road closure. 

Erosion between Engineered Logjams at the Inlet of Barnaby Slough near SR 20 

MP 99.7. This series of logjams on the right bank of the river will act similarly to groins, 

which can create erosive eddies between structures. WSDOT should work with the 

project team to ensure these structures are designed to minimize any erosion that would 

threat the SR 20 embankment in this area. 

Increased likelihood of channel migration into Washington Eddy along SR 20 MP 

99. The project could increase flow and remobilize sediment that has accumulated in 

Barnaby Slough. This would cause sediment deposition at the Barnaby Slough outlet that 

could direct more flow or active channel migration into the old channel features that form 

Washington Eddy along the toe of the SR 20 embankment near MP 99.  

WSDOT should work with the project team to further characterize the likelihood of this 

channel change, and to identify any proactive erosion counter measures that might be 

needed along the SR 20 embankment. This would include a more detailed geotechnical 

assessment of the erosion resistance of the material that underlies the highway and 

comprises the embankment. Preliminary reconnaissance indicates these slopes are 

underlain by bedrock and coarse hillslope deposits that are naturally resistant to erosion, 

and there is no historical evidence of erosion problems during the period when the river 

previously occupied this channel network. 

Increased load of woody drift on the SR 530 Bridge Piers. Alternative 4 could create 

more active flow and channel development on the southern floodplain. This would 
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deliver more wood to the river from riparian forests that line these side channels. 

Increased delivery of wood could cause more accumulation of woody drift on the SR 530 

bridge piers. WSDOT should therefore anticipate more frequent maintenance to remove 

this drift, as well as monitoring of the impacts of drift accumulation on pier scour. 

Changes in avulsion risk at Bohs Slough. Preliminary geomorphic and hydraulic 

analyses indicate that Alternative 4 will not increase the risk of this channel change, and 

may even decrease risks by providing more instream wood to the logjam at the inlet of 

Bohs Slough. Channel velocities decrease slightly downstream of Barnaby Slough, but 

not enough to significantly decrease bank erosion rates. WSDOT should work with the 

project team to refine and confirm these conclusions as the design moves forward. 
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